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Ah “the cloud!”



So. Many. Options.



Microservices. Modular monoliths.



Container all the things?



What about serverless? 



Functions. As a Service.



Did someone say Polycloud?

https://www.thoughtworks.com/radar/techniques/polycloud

https://www.thoughtworks.com/radar/techniques/polycloud


It used to be so simple.



You had a monolith. Maybe two.



You released new 
versions semi annually.



Your team all worked on 
the same floor.



Or at least within walking distance.



But that isn’t the case today is it?



Now you have dozens, hundreds…
maybe thousands of services.



New versions drop daily.



Your team is scattered 
around the globe.



Architecting was never easy!



Now? Massively distributed apps 
with geographically dispersed teams.



How do we make 
sense of all this?!?



There are real engineering 
issues to overcome.



Many believe in magic 
sparkle ponies...



How do we avoid pitfalls?



And a strong case of 
resume driven design?



Microservices



For better or worse…



Many developers think: 
cloud === microservices.



Lot of time spent on 
domain driven design.



Looking for bounded contexts…



Defining a ubiquitous language.



Forming two pizza teams.



–Ian Malcolm

“Your [developers] were so 
preoccupied with whether they could, 

they didn't stop to think if they should.”



And that has led to 
some serious pain.
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Oops.



There are a number of good 
reasons to adopt microservices.



But there are no free lunches.



We have to consider the cost of 
the added complexity.



Does your application 
actually benefit?



Or are you just adding 
accidental complexity?



Reaction to monoliths and 
heavy weight services.



As well as cloud environments.



Monoliths hurt.



Developer productivity takes a hit.



Hard to get your head wrapped 
around a huge code base.



Long ramp up times 
for new developers.



Small change results in building 
and deploying everything.



Scaling means scaling the 
entire application!



Not just the part that 
needs more capacity.



Hard to evolve.



We’re all familiar with the second 
law of thermodynamics…



Otherwise known as a 
teenagers bedroom.



The universe really 
wants to be disordered.



Software is not immune 
from these forces!



Modularity tends to 
break down over time.



Over time, takes longer to 
add new functionality.



Frustration has given birth to a 
“new” architectural style.



Enter the microservice.



No “one” definition.



In the eye of the beholder…



https://mobile.twitter.com/littleidea/status/500005289241108480

https://mobile.twitter.com/littleidea/status/500005289241108480


Anything that can be 
rewritten in two weeks or less.







https://twitter.com/grady_booch/status/1382231412242190336

https://twitter.com/grady_booch/status/1382231412242190336


Think in terms of characteristics.



Suite of small, focussed services.



Do one thing, do it well.



Linux like - pipe simple things 
together to get complex results.



Independently deployable.



Independently scalable.



Evolve at different rates.



Freedom to choose the 
right tech for the job.



Built around business capabilities.



The 0th Law of Computer Science:



High cohesion, low coupling…



Applied to services.



It is just another approach. An 
architectural style. A pattern.





Despite what some 
developers may have said.





Use them wisely.



–Simon Brown

“If you can't build a monolith, what makes 
you think microservices are the answer?”

http://www.codingthearchitecture.com/2014/07/06/
distributed_big_balls_of_mud.html

http://www.codingthearchitecture.com/2014/07/06/distributed_big_balls_of_mud.html
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Modularity
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Modular 
Monolith

Right Sized 
Services?



https://twitter.com/mstine/status/1390015229292130304

https://twitter.com/mstine/status/1390015229292130304


Sometimes the right answer is a 
modular monolith…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kbKxmEeuvc4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kbKxmEeuvc4


All services are equal. Some services 
are more equal than others.



Defining our SLOs is a critical step 
to production hardened services.



Availability is one of our most 
important objectives.



What is the availability goal for 
this specific service?



https://landing.google.com/sre/book.html

https://landing.google.com/sre/book.html


SLAs vs. SLOs.



Terminology is often misused.



SLI - service level indicator.



A measure of some 
aspect of our system.



Latency, error rate, throughput…



Availability.



Percentage of time your 
service is available.



How much downtime 
can you tolerate?



99%: 7.20 hours a month, 
14.4 minutes a day.



99.9%: 8.76 hours PER YEAR. 
1.44 minutes a day.



99.99%: 4.38 minutes A MONTH. 
8.66 seconds a day.



99.999%: 6.05 seconds A WEEK, 
864.3 milliseconds a day.



By the way, the GKE’s availability 
SLA is 99.5%. Just saying.

https://cloud.google.com/kubernetes-engine/sla

https://cloud.google.com/kubernetes-engine/sla


SLO - service level objective.



Our target value or a 
range of values.



Our SLO for availability is 99.9%.



Our average response time should 
be less than 100 milliseconds.



Can be very tricky to pick an 
SLO! More on that in a minute.



We don’t always get to 
choose our SLOs.



Our users may have a thing or two 
to say about what they want!



We are also subject to the 
things we depend on.



If you depend on a service that only 
guarantees 99.9% availability…



You cannot guarantee 99.99%!



SLA - service level agreement.



Assign a consequence to 
missing/meeting an SLO.



Often contractual and involve 
some kind of financial penalty.



If there is no consequence, 
we’re talking about an SLO.



SLAs are the realm of 
product and legal decisions.



Many people say SLA 
when they mean SLO.



Pedantic much?



Ubiquitous language and all that…



Everyone wants 99.999%.



Everyone wants hot/hot.



Until they see the price tag.



If you have to ask…



– Susan J. Fowler 
Production-Ready Microservices

When we refer to an application or 
microservice as “production-ready,” we confer 
a great deal of trust upon it: we trust it to 
behave reasonably, we trust it to perform 
reliably, we trust it to get the job done…



How do we know we 
can trust a service?



Consider having a checklist.



A checklist? Seriously?



http://atulgawande.com/book/the-checklist-manifesto/

http://atulgawande.com/book/the-checklist-manifesto/


You know who uses checklists?



Pilots. Surgeons.



Should be quantifiable 
and measurable.



“Fast” won’t cut it.



Stability.



Reliability.



Scalability.



Fault tolerance.



Performance.



Monitoring.



Documentation.



I know what some of 
you are thinking…



I don’t have time for all this.



We need to MOVE FAST. 
And break things…



We’re Agile. With a capital A.



How is your velocity when an outage 
brings your business to a halt?



Requires buy in from the grass 
roots level as well as management.



Stable and 
reliable



Our services are evolving. 
Constantly.



Feature not a bug.



Development moves quickly.



Always Be Releasing.



Bit like spinning plates…



Just takes one wobble to take 
down the entire system.



How do we make sure our 
services are stable and reliable?



Consistent development process.



Code passes new and existing 
tests before committing code.



Pair programming. Code reviews.



External, automated build system.



Build pipeline.



Feature toggles.



Thorough testing.



Linting, unit tests, regression 
tests, integration tests, etc.



Deployment pipeline.



Must have a standardized 
deployment process.



Staging, canary, blue/green deploys.



Find issues *before* our service 
hits production servers.



https://twitter.com/ntschutta/status/1412534801807069184

https://twitter.com/ntschutta/status/1412534801807069184


Staging - exact copy of production.



Real world without real world traffic.



Capacity is often a 
percentage of production.



Though some organizations have 
identical prod/staging hardware.



Staging is the real deal.



Code should have already 
passed all our internal checks.



Unit tests, linting, QA, 
customer acceptance etc.



If it checks out in staging, it is 
going to canary - with real traffic.



Canary - aka the canary 
in the coal mine.



Find out if we have issues before 
we do a full production push.



Some percentage of 
production - 5% or 10%.



Can be a sliding scale too - start 
with 5%, move up to 20% etc.



Canaries are serving real 
production traffic.



Find errors? Automated rollbacks.



How long should our canary stage 
last? As long as it takes. Hours. Days.



¯\_(ツ)_/¯ 



https://twitter.com/KentBeck/status/596007846887628801

https://twitter.com/KentBeck/status/596007846887628801


How about replacing 
merge on GitHub.



On the fly.



airplane pic





How much do you agonize 
over a CSS change?



At this point, we should have 
very few production issues.



Most likely, we’ve found the 
problems in staging, canary, etc.



Your deployment pipeline should 
be *the* path to production. Period.



Avoid the temptation to 
perform hotfixes.



– Susan J. Fowler 
Production-Ready Microservices

Bypassing the initial phases of the 
deployment pipeline often introduces new 
bugs into production, as emergency code 
fixes run the risk of not being properly tested.



I’ve seen that movie…



Rollback to the last stable build.



Must also understand our 
dependencies.



And plan for their inevitable failure.



Dependency graphs 
get kind of crazy.
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“Death Star Architecture.”

https://www.slideshare.net/adriancockcroft/goto-berlin

https://www.slideshare.net/adriancockcroft/goto-berlin


How do we mitigate a 
dependency failure?



Caching. Alternative 
services. Backups.



Depends on the criticality.



Insureds will submit claims 
during a natural disaster.



Better be able to accept the claim.



But we might not work 
on it immediately.



Maybe we need to post messages 
to a queue, process when we’re up.



Our services should 
have a health check.



Spring Boot Actuator!

https://docs.spring.io/spring-boot/docs/current/
reference/html/production-ready-metrics.html

https://docs.spring.io/spring-boot/docs/current/reference/html/production-ready-metrics.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-boot/docs/current/reference/html/production-ready-metrics.html




Always Be (health) Checking.



Not healthy? Don’t route traffic to it.



Circuit breakers for fun and profit.



The circuit breaker pattern.

https://martinfowler.com/bliki/CircuitBreaker.html

https://martinfowler.com/bliki/CircuitBreaker.html


Closed 
on call / pass through 

call succeeds / reset count 
call fails / count failure 
threshold reached / trip 

breaker 

 
Half-Open 

on call / pass through 
call succeeds / reset 
call fails / trip breaker 

 

Open 
on call / fail 

on timeout / attempt reset 

trip  
breaker 

reset   

trip  
breaker 



Defend the 
neighborhood as it were.



Services won’t live forever. Plan 
for decommissioning.



Need a deprecation period.



Typically more a cultural issue 
than a technical one.



Monitoring is key - are we still 
seeing calls to the old endpoint?



Don’t just abandon a service!



Fault tolerant



We can’t prevent catastrophes. We 
can build failure resistant services.



Hope for the best…
prepare for the worst.





Hamilton wanted to add error-checking code 
to the Apollo system that would prevent this 
from messing up the systems. But that 
seemed excessive to her higher-ups. 
“Everyone said, ‘That would never happen,’” 
Hamilton remembers. But it did. Right around 
Christmas 1968.

https://www.wired.com/2015/10/margaret-hamilton-nasa-apollo/

https://www.wired.com/2015/10/margaret-hamilton-nasa-apollo/


Failures, uh find a way.



Eliminate single points of failure!



Not sure what they might be?



Draw up the architecture.



What happens if *this* fails?



It can’t fail? Yeah it can - what 
happens if it does?



Think through how our 
service could fail.



It is hard. We are really good at 
thinking through the happy path.



But we need to think about 
the road less traveled.



Test for these failure scenarios. Does 
our service respond appropriately?



Only one way to really know…
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Chaos engineering.

http://principlesofchaos.org

http://principlesofchaos.org


Intentionally break things.



Add latency.



Shut down an availability zone.



Kill a machine.



Shouldn’t be ad hoc! 
Monitor and log.



Chaos can go rogue…



Some things will fall through 
the proverbial cracks.



Need to detect failures.



And add them to our testing suite.



Failures could be internal or external.



How is your exception handling?



Code will have bugs. 
Test thoroughly.



Common for a dependency to 
cause our service to fail!



Downstream service…
or a 3rd party library.



How does your service 
recover from a failure?



Resiliency testing.



Make your service fail. 
Repeatedly.



Load testing. But we covered that!



Where do you run your load tests?



Staging?



Good place to start…however it isn’t 
the same as testing in production.





…an ecommerce company that accidentally 
ran its tests against its production ordering 
systems. It didn’t realize its mistake until a 
large number of washing machines arrived at 
the head office.

– Sam Newman 
Building Microservices



Synthetic transactions.



And be sure everyone knows 
when you’re doing it.



Especially downstream 
dependencies!



Load testing shouldn’t be a one off.



Can be automated and 
run on a cadence.



Probably not during your peek 
traffic hours mind you…



Ultimate goal - reduce the 
impact on our users.



Roll back.



Fail over.



Automate, automate, automate.



All services are equal. Some 
services are more equal than others. 



What is the impact of 
*this* service failing?



Categorize incidents and 
outages by severity and scope.



Severity - impact to the business.



Scope - how much of the 
business is impacted?



Documented



What does your service do?



How does it work?



What does it depend on?



Ever say something like “the 
documentation is useless”?



https://twitter.com/ntschutta/status/1314636196270739457

https://twitter.com/ntschutta/status/1314636196270739457


It doesn’t have to be.



Golden rule!



Do it for those that come after you.



Don’t forget, sometimes *you* are 
the person that comes after you!



How long does it take for a new team 
member to be productive? Weeks?



Months?



Solid onboarding guide.



Make sure it is updated.



Documentation should 
be easy to find.



Probably a website/wiki.



Updating the wiki should be 
part of the developer workflow.



Consider a simple (low 
ceremony) template.



Description - what does your 
service do? Don’t skimp here.



An architectural diagram or three.



Contact information as well as 
the on call rotation.



Links to helpful things like the repo, 
dashboard link, on call book.



FAQ.



Onboarding/development guide.



Coding standards.



Development pipeline.



Whatever helps the 
team understand.



Everyone should “get it” and be able 
to describe it. So have them do it.



Shouldn’t be a static thing!



Documentation should be reviewed 
along with the architecture.



Production 
readiness  reviews



Not a one time, up front thing.



Services should be reviewed 
and audited regularly.



Does not have to be high ceremony!



Get the team together - SREs, Devs, 
etc. Draw up the architecture.



Do we have a shared understanding 
of what the system does?



Do we have a shared understanding 
of our requirements?



As we talk through it, we will 
discover bottlenecks.



The Wombat service has a lower 
availability level than we need.



We will find interesting 
failure cases.



“When month end falls on the 
Super Blue Blood Moon.”



Review should result in a new 
architecture diagram or two.



And probably some new 
items on the backlog.



Perform an audit.



Go back to your checklist. Does the 
service meet our requirements?



Probably results in some new 
things in our backlog!



Now we can create a 
production readiness roadmap.



What do we need to fix and 
when can/should we fix it.



Drive prioritization of the work.



A lot of this is manual. But some 
of it can be automated!



Automation



Back in the day…



Builds were often Rube 
Goldberg machines.



Lots of manual tasks.



Right click in your IDE…



Hard coded credentials, 
magic drive locations.



Again, it worked. For some 
definition of worked.



Besides, we didn’t do it very often.





Artisanal coffee is worth seeking out.



Bespoke builds won’t work today.



People can’t do the 
same thing twice.



See golf.



People have bad days. They get 
bored. They skip a step.



They fat finger a command.



https://twitter.com/editingemily/status/1405700159967678464

https://twitter.com/editingemily/status/1405700159967678464


Computers…not so much.



In computer science, there are 
only three numbers.



Something we do 0 times, 
1 and only 1…



And n. If you do something 
more than once…



You will do it one billion times.



Anything you do more than 
once should be automated.



Offload that toil to computers.



https://twitter.com/venkat_s/status/1419971848150806532

https://twitter.com/venkat_s/status/1419971848150806532


We need consistency.



We need CI and CD pipelines.



https://tanzu.vmware.com/developer/guides/ci-cd/

https://tanzu.vmware.com/developer/guides/ci-cd/




No, this doesn’t mean commits go 
to production 30 seconds later.



They can mind you. But 
no one starts there.



CI = Continuous Integration.



Code is merged early and often 
avoiding merge conflicts.



Essential to avoid merge hell.



A commit triggers automated 
tests, code quality scans, etc.



Ensures new commits don’t 
break the application.



CD = Continuous Delivery.



Takes the build to the next step - how 
we release changes to our customers.



Carries automation through to the 
deployment & release management.



You decide how often you 
want to release.



Well, your team, your customer…



Goal is to be in a releasable state.



Working in small batches.



Lowers risk!



Quarterly releases contain hundreds, 
maybe thousands of changes.



Which almost always 
leads to breaks.



Which change caused the break?



¯\_(ツ)_/¯ 



Push one or two changes…
much easier to debug.



Expertise grows with repetition.



Do something once or twice 
and you won’t improve…



Deploy early, deploy often.



You will get better at it.



Need to develop trust 
in the process.



We also need recoverability.



No such thing as zero outages.



Mistakes will be made.



Outages *will* happen. 
Bugs will creep into the code.



Mean time to recovery is vital.



How do we get that fix into 
production quickly?



Automation.



Gives you confidence.



Ever use undo? How would your 
life change if it didn’t exist?



Imagine developing software 
without version control…



We need robust pipelines.



Concourse, Circle CI,  Travis CI, 
Visual Studio Team Services, Jenkins.



Many are cloud based now.



GitHub actions bakes some 
of this into SCM.

https://github.com/features/actions

https://github.com/features/actions


Not sure how to create a pipeline?



Spring Cloud Pipelines.

https://spring.io/blog/2018/11/13/spring-cloud-
pipelines-to-cloud-pipelines-migration

https://spring.io/blog/2018/11/13/spring-cloud-pipelines-to-cloud-pipelines-migration
https://spring.io/blog/2018/11/13/spring-cloud-pipelines-to-cloud-pipelines-migration


Opinionated build/test/
stage/prod flow.



Gives you a place to start - 
modify to your hearts content.



Greater automation led to any 
number of “X as code”.



Aka infrastructure as code, 
configuration as code. etc.



We built bridges and 
knocked down walls.



Infrastructure moved to a 
self service model.



Huge win in terms of 
responsiveness.



In the past, we had to 
make decisions very early.



Often when we knew the least.



For example - how much 
capacity will you need?



¯\_(ツ)_/¯ 



Take worst case…double it…add 
some buffer. Then a bit more.



Just in case.



We have a six week (aka month) 
lead time on all requests.



Lots of tickets.



And meetings.



And email.



And followup.



(╯°□°)╯︵ ┻━┻



It was in our best interest to 
over allocate resources.



Better to have it and not need it…



Difficult to add more capacity later.



Gave us single digit 
resource utilization.



Cloud computing gives us 
some very interesting abilities.



Scale up. Scale down. On demand.



Limitless compute.*



* Additional fees may apply.



Said fees can be…opaque.



https://mobile.twitter.com/whereistanya/status/1080864493108776961

https://mobile.twitter.com/whereistanya/status/1080864493108776961


https://mobile.twitter.com/jpetazzo/status/1227638126602080256

https://mobile.twitter.com/jpetazzo/status/1227638126602080256




Ultimately a democratization 
of infrastructure.



Very easy to turn something 
on…and forget about it.



https://mobile.twitter.com/paulbiggar/status/1228385370439467009

https://mobile.twitter.com/paulbiggar/status/1228385370439467009


We never had to think about 
these issues in the past.



Our operators handled it.



Paradox of choice!





Democratization demands 
more of all of us.



To paraphrase a Founding 
Father of the United States…



Well informed developers are a 
prerequisite to successful cloud…



What do you want your 
developers focussed on?



“With this approach, your developers 
need to be certified in the application 
framework, the cloud provider and the 
container orchestrator.”

–Anonymous Architect



Be prepared. Be aware.



Be careful what you wish for?



We have more control. 
And more accountability.



“With great power comes 
great responsibility.”

–Uncle Ben



Don’t forget about monitoring…



Monitoring is vital to a 
thriving cloud architecture.



Monitor Driven Development!

http://benjiweber.co.uk/blog/2015/03/02/monitoring-check-smells/

http://benjiweber.co.uk/blog/2015/03/02/monitoring-check-smells/


What would you say your 
service is doing?



Key components to monitoring:



Logging - what is your service doing?



Dashboards - health of a service.



Alerting - metric is out of band.



Tracing - context and insights 
into the spinning plates.



We could spend an hour talking 
about key metrics…



Sampling frequency.



Dash board design.



Pager duty.



Takes time to get monitoring 
right…tweak, adjust, adapt.



Number of tools from Wavefront 
to Dynatrace to New Relic.



Spring Boot Actuator!

https://docs.spring.io/spring-boot/docs/current/
reference/html/production-ready-metrics.html

https://docs.spring.io/spring-boot/docs/current/reference/html/production-ready-metrics.html
https://docs.spring.io/spring-boot/docs/current/reference/html/production-ready-metrics.html




Automation is table stakes today.



We can’t compete without it.



SRE anyone?



https://landing.google.com/sre/book.html

https://landing.google.com/sre/book.html


Moving Forward



This can all seem a bit…
overwhelming.





CHANGE BAD!



Empathy. Compassion.



How do we approach someone 
new to the idea?



“I’m on one of those 
agile projects…”



🙄



“OK Waterfaller…”



Technology adoption is a journey.



They are where you used to be.



You can help them, you know 
where the potholes are.



But they have to walk the path.



A day in the life…



Tools will change.



Culture will change.



Be patient.



https://mobile.twitter.com/allenholub/status/1247329663568887808

https://mobile.twitter.com/allenholub/status/1247329663568887808


Positive reinforcement.



You will need some guardrails.



Focus on “paved roads.”



Here is a well worn path, we 
know it works, we support it.





You build it, you own it.



You build it, you run it.



Hate to break it to you…your 
systems will fail.



We cannot prevent it but we 
can certainly prepare for it.



Resources do not scale to infinity.



There will be competition between 
teams for hardware, staff, priorities.



Do not underestimate 
the battle for headcount.



Every manager could use just 
one more engineer. Or ten.



Every VP thinks their portfolio should 
get the lions share of the budget.



No one could have predicted this.



It isn’t easy to architect cloud 
native applications.



Lot of moving parts.



Distributed architectures require 
a fair amount of plumbing.



Remember…



Make the right choice 
the easy choice.



Good luck!



Nathaniel T. Schutta
@ntschutta

ntschutta.io
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